San Ramon Campus

SOCIAL SCIENCES CLASSES BUNDLE
Spring 2021
15 transferrable units

“I am interested
in understanding
people and their
societies.”

Weekly Schedule with Five (5) Classes
ENGL-126-9191
HIST-121-9023
PSYCH-122-9159
CARER-110-9286
ECE-124-9252

OR

ENGL-123-9104

These courses are 100% online during the Spring 2021 Term

Course Descriptions
Course
CARER-110

Description
Career and Life Planning (3 Units)
This course presents research strategies for effective career and major choice selection.
Students will use a variety of techniques to find, retrieve, and evaluate career planning
information as well as career assessments to identify their preferred work values,
interests, skills and personality traits. Focus is placed on the exploration of labor market
needs, educational and employment requirements, and career ladders within given
professions resulting in an effective educational and job search plan. Employability and
interpersonal skills such as communication, critical thinking, creative problem solving,
time management, self-esteem and professional confidence, emotional intelligence,
conflict resolution, and effective collaboration are also addressed.

Meets
CSU, UC (credit
limits may apply
to UC - see
counselor)

ECE-124

Introduction to Curriculum in Early Childhood Education (3 Units)
This course presents developmentally appropriate curriculum and environments for
young children. Teaching and curriculum development strategies based on theoretical
frameworks, observation, and assessment are explored. There is an emphasis on the
teacher’s role in supporting child development and learning across the curriculum.

C-ID ECE 130, CSU

ENGL-123

Critical Thinking: Composition and Literature (3 Units)
This course in advanced composition focuses on the analysis of literary texts, the
development of logical reasoning and the improvement of argumentative writing skills. It
is designed to develop critical thinking, reading, and writing skills beyond the level
expected in ENGL-122 through the study of various critical approaches and diverse literary
genres.

CID ENGL 120,
CSU, UC

ENGL-126

Critical Thinking: The Shaping of Meaning in Language (3 Units)
This course focuses on the development of logical reasoning, analysis of expository and
persuasive texts, and analytical and argumentative writing skills. It is designed to develop
critical thinking, reading, and writing skills beyond the level expected in ENGL-122 through
the analysis, evaluation and synthesis of arguments in diverse expository texts.

C-ID ENGL 105,
CSU, UC

HIST-121

History of the United States after 1865 (3 units)
This course presents a multicultural history of the United States from 1865 to present.
Students will explore social, political, cultural, and economic factors in the development
of United States’ society. Topics will include the operation and the continuing evolution of
local, state and federal governments under the U.S. and California constitutions and the
experiences of groups from diverse backgrounds such as European Americans, Asian
Americans, African Americans, Native Americans and Latino/a Americans. The growing
international role of the United States from the late nineteenth century to the present will
also be examined.

C-ID HIST 140,
CSU, UC

PSYCH-122

Psychology in Modern Life (3 units)
This course examines the psychological, physiological, and cultural factors involved in
personality development, and interpersonal relationships. The relevance of psychology to
social processes is also examined. This course is designed with an applied focus for
students interested in how psychology is used in everyday life and is related to other
social sciences. The course surveys different psychological perspectives and theoretical
foundations and how these are applied across a person’s life taking into account the
influence of factors such as culture, gender, ethnicity, historical cohort, and socioeconomic status.

C-ID PSY 115,
CSU, UC

